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LGBT East Africa Survey 

• Talking about condoms with partner 
 

• Acceptance of sexuality 

 
 
 

LGBT EA Survey – Chunk 2 
 
[START_intro] Thank you for taking part in the Healthy Relationships Africa Survey! We 
appreciate your time and your responses. 
 
Your answers will be kept completely private.  
 
Click the arrow below to begin. 
  
[BASE: AGREED TO PARTICIPATE] 
 

A1, It is very important that you take the survey in a place where you have privacy. 
We want to make sure that you feel comfortable to answer the questions honestly. 
Are you in a space that you feel is private right now? 

 
1. Yes 

  2. No  
  3. Do not want to answer 
 

A2, Are you somewhere you feel comfortable answering questions honestly? 
 

1. Yes 
  2. No  
  3. Do not want to answer 
 

[BASE: NOT IN A PRIVATE PLACE / NOT COMFORTABLE OR DO NOT WANT TO 
ANSWER] 
It is important that you take the survey somewhere private where you can answer the questions 
honestly. Please move to a safe place now. 
 
 
Qu382. Survey Key 
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[Section A Gender and Sexual Identity] 
[START_A1] Great! Now, on to the survey! 
 
Let’s start with some questions about yourself. 
 
A3. What is your date of birth? 
 Dropdown: Day / Month / Year 
[PN: Calculate age variable based on DOB] 
[PN: If under 18 years old, show: You said you are X years old. Please confirm this is correct. – 
then move forward to the next page after second DOB input] 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: next page] 
[RN: NHAS includes “Intersex” as an option] 
A4. What is the sex you were assigned by the doctor at birth? 
  1. Male 
  2. Female 

3. Intersex 
  4. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: next page] 

[START_A3] Next are some sensitive questions. We know some people feel shy answering 

these questions. Thank you for your honesty. 

 
A5. What is your gender? Please check all that apply. 
 
PN: MOUSE OVER: Gender refers to cultural values (roles, behaviors, activities and attributes) 
that a society associates with being male or female. Your gender is how you feel inside and can 
be the same or different than the answer you gave above. 

 
7. I don’t understand this question [Exclusive] 
1. Male  
2. Female  
3. Male-to-female transgender  
4. Female-to-male transgender  
6. Other, please specify: [NON-MANDATORY TEXT BOX] [ANCHOR] 
8. Do not want to answer [ANCHOR; Exclusive] 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Next page] 
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A6. Which of these commonly used terms would you use to describe your sexuality or sexual 
orientation? Check all that apply. 

8. I don’t understand this question [Exclusive] 
1. Straight / Heterosexual  
2. Gay  
3. Lesbian  
4. Bisexual  
6. Queer  
7. Other, please specify: [NON-MANDATORY TEXT BOX] [ANCHOR] 
10. Do not want to answer [ANCHOR; Exclusive] 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Next page] 
A7. Which best describes your sexual attraction? Are you…   

8. I don’t understand this question [ANCHOR; Exclusive] 
 

1. Only sexually attracted to women 
2. Mostly sexually attracted to women 
3. Sexually attracted to both women and men 
4. Mostly sexually attracted to men 
5. Only sexually attracted to men 
7. I am not sexually attracted to anyone / I am asexual 
9. Do not want to answer [ANCHOR; Exclusive] 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Next page] 
[PN: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Queer, Other; A6 = 2,3,4,6,7 or same sex attracted in A7] 
 [RN: Pilkington] 
A8. How old were you when you realized your attractions to people of the same sex? 
[NUMERIC: range: 0-current age from A3] 
 
[PN: Transgender; A5 = 3,4] 
 [RN: Pilkington] 
A9. How old were you when you realized that your gender is different than the sex you were 
assigned at birth? 
[NUMERIC: range: 0-current age from A3] 
 
[PN: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Queer, Other] 
 [RN: Pilkington] 
A10. How old were you when you first said to yourself that you are [A6 identities]? 
[NUMERIC: range: 0-current age from A3] 
 
[PN: Transgender] 
 [RN: Pilkington] 
A11. How old were you when you first said to yourself that you are transgender? 
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[NUMERIC: range: 0-current age from A3] 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[Section F Relationship Norms] 
[RN: Randomize all items within this scale] 
 
[START_F] Ok. Now let’s change the topic and talk about what you think about romantic 
relationships. We are interested in your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
 
F1. It is acceptable for unmarried 18-year-olds to have sexual intercourse if they have strong 
affection for each other. 

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Somewhat disagree  
3. Neither disagree nor agree  
4. Somewhat agree 
5. Strongly agree  
6. Do not want to answer 

 
F2. It is not the woman’s place to ask her man to use a condom. 

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Somewhat disagree  
3. Neither disagree nor agree  
4. Somewhat agree 
5. Strongly agree  
6. Do not want to answer 

 
F3. Sex between two men is okay.  

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Somewhat disagree  
3. Neither disagree nor agree  
4. Somewhat agree 
5. Strongly agree  
6. Do not want to answer 
 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Next page] 
F4. Sex between two women is okay.  

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Somewhat disagree  
3. Neither disagree nor agree  
4. Somewhat agree 
5. Strongly agree  
6. Do not want to answer 

 
 [from FG data] 
F5. Without Western influences, no one in Africa would be gay.  

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Somewhat disagree  
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3. Neither disagree nor agree  
4. Somewhat agree 
5. Strongly agree  
6. Do not want to answer 
 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
 

[Section G Sexual Behaviors] 
 
[START_G1_Intro] Now let’s talk about your sexual experiences. You are doing great.  
 
[PN: Page break] 
 
[PN: For this entire section, add hidden 9999, DNWA option, with Custom Error Message “Oops 
– you missed these questions. Please answer each question.” if they try to click forward without 
answering] 
 
[PN: Next 4 questions on the same screen] 
[PN: Numeric value required to be whole number] 
 
G1. Have you ever had sex with a woman when you wanted to? 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G2. Have you ever had sex with a transgender woman when you wanted to? 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G3. Have you ever had sex with a man when you wanted to? 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G4. Have you ever had sex with a transgender man when you wanted to? 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G1A. Have you ever had sex with a woman when you did not want to? We mean you were 
forced, coerced, or tricked. 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G2A. Have you ever sex with a transgender woman when you did not want to? 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G3A. Have you ever had sex with a man when you did not want to? We mean you were forced, 
coerced, or tricked. 
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1. No 
2. Yes 

 
G4A. Have you ever had sex with a transgender man when you did not want to? We mean you 
were forced, coerced, or tricked. 

1. No 
2. Yes 

 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break.] 
 
[START_G3_Ever2] Ok. Next are some questions about specific types of sex. 
 
G5. Have you ever had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating someone’s vagina 
or clitoris….? 

1. No  
2. Yes  

 
G6. Have you ever had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating someone’s penis? 

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
G7. Have you ever had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating someone’s anus 
(butt)….? (Check all that apply) 

1. No [single response] 
2. Yes, with a woman 
3. Yes, with a man 
4. Yes, with a transgender woman (Male-to-Female) 
5. Yes, with a transgender man (Female-to-Male) 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 
[START_G4_Ever3] You are doing great. We know some people feel shy answering these 
questions. Thank you for your honesty. 
 
[PN: Asked of female / intersex at birth; Q4 =2|3] 
G8. Have you ever had sex when a finger/fingers went into your vagina?  

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
[PN: Asked of female / intersex at birth] 
G9. Have you ever had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or 
someone’s penis) went into your vagina?  
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No 
Yes  

 
[PN: Asked of female / intersex at birth] 
G10. Have you ever had sex when someone’s penis went into your vagina? 

1. No 
2. Yes  
 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
[PN: Asked of male / intersex at birth] 
G11. Have you ever had sex when your finger/fingers went into someone’s vagina?  

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
[PN: Asked of all] 
G12. Have you ever had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or 
someone’s penis) went into someone’s vagina?  

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
[PN: Asked of male / intersex at birth] 
G13. Have you ever had sex when your penis went into someone’s vagina? 

1. No 
2. Yes  
 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
[PN: Asked of male / intersex at birth] 
G14. Have you ever had sex when your penis went into someone’s anus? 

1. No [single response] 
2. Yes, with a woman 
3. Yes, with a man 
4. Yes, with a transgender woman (Male-to-Female) 
5. Yes, with a transgender man (Female-to-Male) 

 
 [PN: Asked of all] 
G15. Have you ever had sex when a finger/fingers went into your anus (butt)?  

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
G16. Have you ever had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or 
someone’s penis) went into your anus (butt)?  

1. No 
2. Yes  
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G17. Have you ever had sex when someone’s penis went into your anus (butt)?  

1. No 
2. Yes  

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[PN: Page break] 
[Subsection: START_G5_Pregnancy] 
[PN: female sex at birth who have had sex with a penis; Q4 = 2 AND G10 = 2] 
G18. Have you ever been pregnant? 

1. No 
2. Yes  

  3. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: page break] 
[PN: ever pregnant] 
G19. How many times have you ever been pregnant? 
Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.  
[Numeric box] 
[range: 1-99] 
 
 
[PN: ever pregnant] 
G20. How old were you the first time you first got pregnant?  
Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.  
[range: 9-current age] 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[PN: Page break] 
[Subsection: START_G6_Partners]  
[RN: ditched number of times. Waaay too difficult for adults] 
 
[PN for entire section: Only asked of those who said yes above; G6-G17 = 2;  No maximum 
value 
 
Next are questions about the number of people with whom you have had sex. 
 
G21. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating someone’s vagina or clitoris? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G22. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating someone’s penis? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G23. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a woman’s anus (butt)….? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G24. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a man’s anus (butt)….? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G25. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a transgender woman’s anus (butt)….? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 

 
G26. How many different partners have you ever had oral sex with involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a transgender man’s anus (butt)….? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Next are questions about the number of people with whom you have had sex. 
G27. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when a finger/fingers went into 
your vagina?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G28. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your vagina?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G29. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when someone’s penis went 
into your vagina? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
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[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Next are questions about the number of people with whom you have had sex. 
G30. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your finger/fingers went 
into someone else’s vagina?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G31. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into someone else’s vagina?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G32. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your penis went into 
someone’s vagina? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Next are questions about the number of people with whom you have had sex. 
G33. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your penis went into a 
woman’s anus (butt)? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G34. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your penis went into a 
man’s anus (butt)? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G35. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your penis went into a 
transgender woman’s anus (butt)? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G36. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when your penis went into a 
transgender man’s anus (butt)? 
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G37. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when a finger/fingers went into 
your anus (butt)?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G38. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your anus (butt)?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G39. How many different partners have you ever had sex with when someone’s penis went 
into your anus (butt)?  
(Please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
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[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 [Subsection: START_G7_Age at first] 
  
[PN: Page break; For each one, only ask if ever had it above] 
[PN: Numeric value required to be whole number] 
[PN for all: Range = 0-current age] 
[PN Custom Error Message: Oops – Your answer is out of bounds. Please enter a number 
between 0 and your current age.] 
 
Ok. Now let’s think about your first time you had sex. 
(Please type in an age. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G40. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating someone’s vagina or clitoris? 
G41. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating someone’s penis? 
G42. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating a woman’s anus (butt)? 
G43. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating a man’s anus (butt)? 
G44. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating a transgender woman’s anus (butt)? 
G45. How old were you the first time when you first had oral sex involving your mouth or tongue 
stimulating a transgender man’s anus (butt)? 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now let’s think about your first time you had sex. 
(Please type in an age. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G46. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when a finger/fingers went into 
your vagina?  
G47. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your vagina?  
G48. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when someone’s penis went into 
your vagina? 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now let’s think about your first time you had sex. 
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(Please type in an age. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G49. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your finger/fingers went into 
someone else’s vagina?  
G50. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into someone else’s vagina?  
G51. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your penis went into 
someone’s vagina? 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now let’s think about your first time you had sex. 
(Please type in an age. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G52. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your penis went into a 
woman’s anus (butt)? 
G53. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your penis went into a 
man’s anus (butt)? 
G54. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your penis went into a 
transgender woman’s anus (butt)? 
G55. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when your penis went into a 
transgender man’s anus (butt)? 
G56. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when a finger/fingers went into 
your anus (butt)?  
G57. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your anus (butt)?  
G58. How old were you the first time when you first had sex when someone’s penis went into 
your anus (butt)?  

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[PN: Page break]  
[Subsection: START_G8_First sexual partner] 
 
[PN: those who have ever had any type of sex; (G5 = 2 or (G6 = 2 or (G7 = 2 or (G7 = 3 or (G7 
= 4 or (G7 = 5 or (G8 = 2 or (G9 = 2 or (G10 = 2 or (G11 = 2 or (G12 = 2 or (G13 = 2 or (G14 = 
2 or (G14 = 3 or (G14 = 4 or (G14 = 5 or (G15 = 2 or (G16 = 2 or G17 = 2))))))))))))))))))] 
 
Ok. Now thinking about the first person you ever had any kind of sex with… 
 
G59.  Was this person…? 

1. Male  
2. Female 
3. Transgender (male-to-female) 
4. Transgender (female-to-male) 
5. Do not want to answer 

 
G60. Did you and this person talk about using condoms before you had sex?    
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G61. Did you use condoms the first time you had sex?    

1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
G62. How willing were you the first time you had sex?   
  1,Not at all willing 

2,Somewhat unwilling 
3, Neither willing nor unwilling 
4,Somewhat willing 
5,Very willing 
9999,Do not want to answer 

 
G62A. What type(s) of sex did you have, when you had sex for the first time? (Please check all 
that apply) 
[PN: list those that they have ever had; hide if G5-G17 = 1; shown to Yes and DNWA] 

 oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating the other person’s vagina or 
clitoris? 

  oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating the other person’s penis? 
  oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating the other person’s anus (butt)? 
  sex when a finger/fingers went into your vagina?  
  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 

into your vagina?  
  sex when someone’s penis went into your vagina? 
  sex when your finger/fingers went into the other person’s vagina?  
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  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 
into the other person’s vagina?  

  sex when your penis went into the other person’s vagina? 
  sex when your penis went into the other person’s anus? 
  sex when a finger/fingers went into your anus (butt)?  
  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 

into your anus (butt)?  
  sex when someone’s penis went into your anus (butt)?  

 
G63. Were you drunk or high when you had sex for the first time?    

1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[PN: Page break] 
 [Subsection: START_G9_Most Recent Sex Partner] 
[RN: grant proposal says past year but going with recent to make recall easier] 
[PN: Ever had any type of sex with and PARTNERNUM > 0]  
Just a few questions about the person you most recently had sex with and then we’ll move 
on to a new topic.  
 
G64, How old is the person you most recently had sex with? 
[numeric box; range 1-99] 
 
G65.  And is this person…? 

1. Male  
2. Female 
3. Transgender (male-to-female) 
4. Transgender (female-to-male) 
5. Do not want to answer 
 

G66. How would you describe the relationship you have with the person with whom you most 
recently had sex?   
If you no longer have a relationship with that person, select the option that best indicates what 
your relationship was like. 

1. Spouse (husband or wife) 
2. Serious dating relationship (boyfriend/girlfriend), someone you dated for a 
while and feel very close to, but are not married 
3. Casually dating but not serious 
4. Having sex with this person, but not dating or in a relationship (like a friends 
with benefits, a fuck buddy, or booty call) 
5. Only had sex with once and never in a relationship (like a one night stand) 
6. Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 

G67. How long have you been in a sexual relationship with the person with whom you most 
recently had sex? 

1, Less than 1 month  
2, 1 month or longer, but less than 6 months 
3, 6 months or longer, but less than 1 year 
4, 1 year or longer, but less than 2 years 
5, 2 years or longer  
6, No longer in a sexual relationship 
7, Do not want to answer 

 
G68. When was the last time you had sex with your most recent sex partner? 

1, Less than 1 week 
2, 1 week or longer, but less than 1 month 
3, 1 month or longer, but less than 3 months 
4, 3 months or longer, but less than 6 months 
5, 6 months but less than 1 year 
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6, 1 year but less than 2 years 
7, 2 years or more ago  
8, No longer in a sexual relationship 
9. Do not want to answer 
 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 

G69. The last time when you had sex, what type(s) of sex did you have with your partner? 
(Please check all that apply) 
[PN: list those that they have ever had; hide if G5-G17 = 1; shown to Yes and DNWA] 

 oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s vagina or clitoris? 
  oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s penis? 
  oral sex involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s anus (butt)? 
  sex when a finger/fingers went into your vagina?  
  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 

into your vagina?  
  sex when someone’s penis went into your vagina? 
  sex when your finger/fingers went into your partner’s vagina?  
  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 

into your partner’s vagina?  
  sex when your penis went into your partner’s vagina? 
  sex when your penis went into your partner’s anus? 
  sex when a finger/fingers went into your anus (butt)?  
  sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went 

into your anus (butt)?  
  sex when someone’s penis went into your anus (butt)?  

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 

G70. How often do you drink alcohol or use drugs before having sex with your most recent sex 
partner? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
6, Do not want to answer 
 

G71. Have you ever talked to your current (or most recent) sexual partner about using 
condoms?   
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G72. Did you use a condom during the last time you had sex with your current (or most 
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recent) sexual partner?   
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 [PN: Answered “Yes” to G72]  
G73. Who brought the condoms?   
  1. Me 
  2. My partner 
  3. We both did 
  4. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: has had anal sex; G14 = 2 or G17 = 2 or G33 > 0 or G34 > 0 or G35 > 0 or G36 > 0 or G39 
> 0]  
G74. Did you use lubrication (lube) the last time you had anal sex??   
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. I do not know what lubrication (lube) is. 
  4. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 [PN: Next 3 questions if relationship is current] 
G75. While you have been in a sexual relationship with this person, did you have sex with 
anyone else? 

1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G76. Do you trust your sexual partner to not have sex with anyone else while the two of you are 
in a relationship? 
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G77. Do you know your partner’s HIV status? 

1,No 
  2,Yes, my partner told me 
  3,Yes, my partner and I got tested together / I saw my partner’s test results 
  9999,Do not want to answer 
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[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
[PN: Next 3 questions if relationship is not current] 
G78. When you were in a sexual relationship with this person, did you have sex with anyone 
else? 

1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G79. Did you trust your sexual partner to not have sex with anyone else while the two of you 
were in a relationship? 
  1. No 
  2. Yes 
  3. Do not want to answer 
 
G80. Did you know your partner’s HIV status? 
  1,No 
  2,Yes, my partner told me 
  3,Yes, my partner and I got tested together / I saw my partner’s test results 
  9999,Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[Subsection: START_G10_pastmonth] 

[RN: grant proposal said past year, but changing to past month to increase recall and reduce burden] 
[RN: changed from past 3 months because these are adults and likely having sex more often] 
[PN: Next 3 questions on the same page] 
[PN: Only show those below that are ‘yes’ or DNWA above for type of sex] 
[PN: range is 0-999] 
 
Ok. Now, let’s talk about the past 30 days. 
 
G81. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating someone’s vagina or clitoris? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G82. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating someone’s penis? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G83. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a woman’s anus (butt)? 
 (please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G84. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a man’s anus (butt)? 
 (please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G85. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a transgender woman’s anus (butt)? 
 (please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G86. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had oral sex involving your mouth or 
tongue stimulating a transgender man’s anus (butt)? 
 (please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now, let’s talk about the past 30 days. 

G87. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when a finger/fingers went into 
your vagina?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G88. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your vagina?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G89. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when someone’s penis went into 
your vagina? 
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(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now, let’s talk about the past 30 days. 

G90. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your finger/fingers went 
into someone else’s vagina?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G91. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into someone else’s vagina?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G92. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your penis went into 
someone’s vagina? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
Ok. Now, let’s talk about the past 30 days. 

G93. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your penis went into a 
woman’s anus (butt)? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G94. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your penis went into a 
man’s anus (butt)? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G95. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your penis went into a 
transgender woman’s anus (butt)? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G96. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when your penis went into a 
transgender man’s anus (butt)? 
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G97. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when a finger/fingers went into 
your anus (butt)?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
G98. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when a dildo, sex toy, or any 
other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your anus (butt)?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
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G99. In the past 30 days, how many times have you had sex when someone’s penis went into 
your anus (butt)?  
(please type in a number. If you don’t know, your best guess is fine.) 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[Subsection: START_G11_Pastmonthbarrier] 
[PN: Page break; Only those who have had sex with their most recent partner in the past 30 
days] 
[PN: only show types of sex they have had in past 30 days; G81-G99 > 0] 
[PN: Range 0-number entered in corresponding G81-G99.  9999 = DNWA] 
 
 G100. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had oral sex 

involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s vagina or clitoris? 

 G101. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had oral sex 
involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s penis? 

G102.  How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had oral sex 
involving your mouth or tongue stimulating your partner’s anus (butt)? 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
G103. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when a 

finger/fingers went into your vagina?  

 G104. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when a 
dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your 
vagina?  

 G105. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when 
someone’s penis went into your vagina? 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 G106. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when 

your finger/fingers went into your partner’s vagina?  

 G107. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when a 
dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your 
partner’s vagina?  

G108. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when 
your penis went into your partner’s vagina? 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
G109. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when 

your penis went into your partner’s anus (butt)? 
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 G110. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when a 
finger/fingers went into your anus (butt)?  

 G111. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when a 
dildo, sex toy, or any other object (not fingers or someone’s penis) went into your 
anus (butt)?  

 G112. How many times did you use a condom in the past 30 days when you had sex when 
someone’s penis went into your anus (butt)?  

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 

 
[PN: Page break; Asked only if had someone’s penis in your vagina in the past 30 days)] 
G113. In the past 30 days, when you had sex where someone’s penis went into your vagina, 
did you use birth control pills?  

1, No 
2, Yes 
9999, Do not want to answer 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
[PN: Asked only had penile vaginal sex; G10 = 2] 
G114. Generally, when you have sex when a penis goes into your vagina, how often do you 
use a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Asked only had this type of sex; G9 = 2] 
G115. Generally, when you have sex when a toy, dildo, or other object (not fingers or 
someone’s penis) goes into your vagina, how often do you use a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 

  
[PN: Asked only had this type of sex; G17 = 2] 
 G116. Generally, when you have sex when a penis goes into your anus, how often do you use 
a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
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3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Asked only had this type of sex; G16 = 2] 
G117. Generally, when you have sex when a toy, dildo, or other object (not fingers or 
someone’s penis) goes into your anus, how often do you use a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Asked only had this type of sex] 
 G118. Generally, when you have sex when your penis goes into someone’s vagina, how 
often do you use a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Asked only had this type of sex] 
G119. Generally, when you have sex when your penis goes into someone’s anus, how often 
do you use a condom? 

1, Never 
2, Less than half the time 
3, About half the time 
4, More than half the time 
5, Always 
9999, Do not want to answer 10, 9, 17, 16, 13, 14 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
 [Subsection: START_G11_Challengespartners] 
[RN: from FGs] 
[PN: include everyone] 
 
Below are statements that some Africans say reflect their experiences with their sexual 
partners. How much do you agree or disagree that they reflect your experience? 
 
G120. It is hard to find a sexual partner 

1, Strongly disagree  
2, Somewhat disagree  
3, Neither disagree nor agree  
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4, Somewhat agree 
5, Strongly agree  
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
G121. It is hard to stay committed to one partner 

1, Strongly disagree  
2, Somewhat disagree  
3, Neither disagree nor agree  
4, Somewhat agree 
5, Strongly agree  
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
G122. It is hard to convince my partner to get an HIV test 

1, Strongly disagree  
2, Somewhat disagree  
3, Neither disagree nor agree  
4, Somewhat agree 
5, Strongly agree  
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
G123. It is hard to talk to my partners about making healthy sexual decisions 

1, Strongly disagree  
2, Somewhat disagree  
3, Neither disagree nor agree  
4, Somewhat agree 
5, Strongly agree  
9999, Do not want to answer 

 
G124. I don’t know how to talk to my partner about safe sex 

1, Strongly disagree  
2, Somewhat disagree  
3, Neither disagree nor agree  
4, Somewhat agree 
5, Strongly agree  
9999, Do not want to answer 

[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
[PN: Page break] 
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 [PN: For those who have not had sex as asked above; no penile-vaginal or penile-anal sex; 

((G10 = 1) and (G17 = 1)) or ((G13 = 1) and (G14 = 1)); answers randomized]. 
[RN: From National Survey of Family Growth] 
G125. What would you say is the most important reason to you about why you have not had 
sex?  
1, It’s against my religion or morals 
2, I am worried that someone will find out 
3, I am worried about what family and friends will say 
4, I don’t want to get a sexually transmitted disease 
5, I haven’t found the right person yet 
6, I am in a relationship, but I am waiting for the right time 
7, Other reason [Please tell us what your reason is: text box] 
9999, Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[Section T Demographic Characteristics] 
 
[START_T] Thank you for answering all the questions so far!  We are almost done. Now just a 
few questions about yourself. 
 
T1. What have you been doing for most of the time over the last 6 months? Please select all 
that apply. 
1. Employed/working 5 or more days per week 
2. Employed/working 4 or less days per week 
3. Going to school/studying 
4. Too ill/sick to work 
5. Handicapped, cannot work  
6. Housework/child care 
7. Something else  (Please specify) [text box] 
8. Do not want to answer 
 
T2. What is the highest class or level of education that you have completed? 
1. No formal education 
2. Primary school 
3. Ordinary level (O level) or similar 
4. Advanced level (A level) or similar  
5. Tertiary institution  
6. University graduate 
7. Do not want to answer 
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
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[Section U Final Questions] 
 
[START_U1] Thank you for answering all the questions!  These are the final questions – we just 
want to hear about your experience while taking this survey today, and then you are done!   
 
U1. We would like to give people an incentive for doing the survey. We also want to protect 
people’s confidentiality. If you have an idea about how we might do this, please let us know. 
[text box] 
 
[PN: Page break]  
[START_U2] How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?   
[randomize list]   
U2. I answered the questions honestly. 
 1. Strongly disagree 
 2. Somewhat disagree 
 3. Neither disagree nor agree 
 4. Somewhat agree 
 5. Strongly agree 
 6. Do not want to answer  
 
U3. My participation in this survey was valuable. 
 1. Strongly disagree 
 2. Somewhat disagree 
 3. Neither disagree nor agree 
 4. Somewhat agree 
 5. Strongly agree 
 6. Do not want to answer  
 
U4. The survey was too long. 
 1. Strongly disagree 
 2. Somewhat disagree 
 3. Neither disagree nor agree 
 4. Somewhat agree 
 5. Strongly agree 
 6. Do not want to answer  
 
U5. There were a lot of questions that were confusing to me. 
 1. Strongly disagree 
 2. Somewhat disagree 
 3. Neither disagree nor agree 
 4. Somewhat agree 
 5. Strongly agree 
 6. Do not want to answer  
 
[PN: Insert open-ended text box] We would like to hear your thoughts about the survey 
questions on this page. Do you like them? Dislike them? Are you confused by them? Something 
else? Let us know here! 
 
 
[PN: Page break] 
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[START_Final1] You have reached the end of the survey. 
 
THANK YOU for your time and honesty.  
 
Your responses will help provide more research understanding on the relationships and sexual 
activity of adults in East Africa.  
 
I know that some of the questions may have been difficult to answer or may have raised some 
uncomfortable feelings. If you want to talk to someone about how you are feeling, do not be 
afraid to reach out. 
 
If you are really upset, such as thinking of hurting yourself, please call a local hotline: 
Uganda: http://befriendersuganda.org/ 
Kenya: https://www.befrienderskenya.org/ 
 
[START_Final2; For those who indicated LGBT identity:]  
Support for sexual and gender minority / LGBT people: https://sexualminoritiesuganda.com/ 
 

https://www.befrienderskenya.org/
https://sexualminoritiesuganda.com/

